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Abstract

The methods of online transaction fraud have never-ending changes and improvement. The classi-
fication accuracy of the static fraud detection model is reduced and the generalization ability of
the model cannot be guaranteed. The focus of online transaction fraud detection is to make the
classifier adapt to the new and old fraud concepts at the same time and to fully learn enough
fraud characteristics. Therefore, this paper proposes a data stream classification algorithm based on
cosine similarity to replay data (CSDR). Compare the cosine similarity between the data distribu-
tion after replaying the fraud concept data and the currently known data distribution to determine
the amount of replay data at each moment of concept drift. Retain as much of the data distribu-
tion of the fraud concept as possible. To solve the problem of imbalance within the class, use the
clustering over-sampling method to balance the dataset. Experiments on the credit card transaction
data set show that the CSDR algorithm uses a single classifier to adapt to sudden and recurring
concept drift. It has a higher average accuracy rate, lower replay data volume and model update time.

Keywords: Concept drift, Cosine similarity, Replay data, Fraud detection

1 Introduction

The fraud characteristics of online transactions
are often temporality because the perpetrators
will constantly update fraud methods based on
the protection of anti-fraud strategies. The clas-
sification effect of the trained online transaction
fraud detection model gradually declines over time
which has become a problem that needs to be
solved urgently. In fact, the essence of this prob-
lem is that concept drift has occurred in the

data stream. In the process of time, the poten-
tial data distribution changes unpredictably in the
data stream making the original classifier classi-
fication results inaccurate or the decision system
unable to make correct decisions. Concept drift
becomes an important factor that affects the per-
formance of the classifier in the process of data
stream classification. Not only the speed of data
classification must be considered but also the clas-
sifier can adapt to the concept drift that occurs in
the data stream. While learning the new concept
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of fraud, alleviate the forgetting of the old concept
of fraud.

1.1 Concept Drift

Data stream is divided into static data stream and
dynamic data stream. The data in the static data
stream appears with a fixed probability distri-
bution. The statistical characteristics of dynamic
data streams change in unforeseen ways over
time, that is concept drift occurs. Hypotheti-
cally, a data stream D={d1, d2, ..., di, di+1, ...}.
di= {xi, yi = {0, 1, 2, ...m}}, xi is the eigenvalue of
the sample, yi is the label of the sample. m repre-
sents the tag values of various categories. Assum-
ing that a data block St at a certain time t obeys
a certain distribution Ft(X,Y ). If Ft(X,Y ) ̸=
Ft+1(X,Y ), then the concept drift occurs at t+1.
However, due to the unpredictability of dynamic
data stream, the change of data distribution char-
acteristics over time may appear in different forms
which can be divided into sudden, incremental,
gradual, recurring, blip and noise [1]. See Figure 1
below. Sudden type refers to a concept that sud-
denly shifts from one to another and is irreversible.
Incremental type refers to the concept that slowly
changes over time with low frequency and small
amplitude. Gradual type refers to the intermedi-
ate process of conceptual change involving various
categories of data. Recurring refers to the concept
that changes from one to another and then reap-
pears after a period of time. Nevertheless, the blip
type is regarded as an event with a small proba-
bility. Finally, the noise type means that the data
changes randomly and irregularly. It should be
filtered out effectively.

(a) Sudden (b) Incremental (c) Gradual

(d) Recurring (e) Blip (f) Noise

Fig. 1 Six types of concept drift

1.2 Concept Drift Detection

Firstly, based on the error rate. Specifically for
online learning when the classification error rate
is significantly increased, concept drift detection
will be triggered. Gama J et al. [2] proposed the
Drift Detection Method (DDM) to monitor the
online error rate of the learning algorithm and
look for significant deviations. A similar method
is FW-DA [3] using fuzzy time windows instead of
traditional time windows.

Secondly, the detection of concept drift is
based on the difference in data distribution. How-
ever, the resource consumption of these algorithms
is usually higher than that of methods based on
error rate. For example, ITA [4] uses kdqTree
to divide historical data and new data and uses
Kullback-Leibler divergence to calculate the dif-
ference in data distribution. Similarly, such as
PCA-CD [5], EDE [6], LSDD [7], LDD-DSDA [8].

Finally, there are methods based on hypothesis
testing. HCDTs [9] uses the maximum similarity
to calculate the changes in the data distribu-
tion of the detection layer. HLFR [10] simply
uses the 0-1 loss function to evaluate the verifi-
cation layer. If the threshold is exceeded, concept
drift occurs. STEPD [11] as a proportional sta-
tistical test method, predicts the probability of
misjudgment and is used to test concept drift.

1.3 Concept Drift Processing

The current classification models for concept drift
are divided into ensemble models and single mod-
els. The basic idea in the ensemble classification
model is how to update many classifiers. Aim-
ing at sudden changes and gradual concept drift,
the SEA algorithm [12] builds a separate classi-
fier on consecutive training blocks and replaces the
base classifier with the weakest performance based
on the classification performance. The AUE algo-
rithm [13] does not limit the size of the base classi-
fier. It can selectively update the classifier accord-
ing to the current distribution. To reproduce the
recurring concept, RC-OTL [14] calculates the
domain similarity between the most recent sam-
ple and the stored historical classifiers. Choose
the most similar historical classifier to deal with
the recurring concept. Learn++NSE [15] allevi-
ates the problem that the classifier is updated
frequently by weighting the prediction error rate
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of the latest batch of data according to the base
classifier.

Currently, there are relatively few single classi-
fication models used in data stream classification,
such as incremental support vector machines [16].
The basic idea of using support vectors to rep-
resent the overall data and continuously training
the support vectors obtained in the previous stage
with new data. This method is limited by the
support vector machine classifier. The support
vector set fully describes the decision boundary
between the sample points but not the overall data
distribution itself.

1.4 Classification of Online

Transaction Data Stream

Current fraud detection is dominated by machine
learning models. Zhang Z et al. reorganized the
original transaction data features, and the combi-
nation of features entering the convolution kernel
would produce different derived features [17]. A
transaction time-based differential feature genera-
tion method is introduced in Deep Forest [18]. But
such methods are suitable for offline static fraud
detection models.

Few studies have focused on conceptual drift in
fraud detection. In recent years, there have been
some fraud detection methods for online transac-
tion data streams. Credit card-based incremental
learning [19] performs new training on a new
transaction dataset formed by combining previous
transaction sets and data reported as fraudulent
credit card transactions. K. K. Sherly [20] com-
pares current transactions with historical transac-
tions. Using the fraud history database to deter-
mine whether the detected anomaly is due to a
fraudulent transaction or a short-term change in
the consumption status of the real cardholder. D.
Malekian [21] proposed a new framework. Obso-
lete concepts are deleted and new concepts are
kept in the configuration file during the update
step. AdaBoost is extended to transfer AdaBoost
(TrAdaBoost) [22] which can effectively transfer
knowledge from one domain to another. Most of
the proposed schemes only consider the recent
training data without considering the adaptability
of the model. The transaction behavior of the card
user is extracted by considering the past transac-
tion data and combined with feedback to adapt to
the seasonal transaction behavior of the user [23].

Train a set of classifiers for each group according
to the characteristics of mining fraud.

1.5 Unbalanced Data Processing

An unbalanced dataset refers to the extremely
unbalanced sample size of each category in the
dataset. Such data tend to have many dimen-
sions. Dimensionality reduction methods can be
used to extract representative features [24]. The
most commonly used method for solving unbal-
anced datasets is the sampling method from the
data point of view. For example, random sam-
pling includes over-sampling and under-sampling
methods. The shortcomings of this method are
obvious. After over-sampling, some samples will
appear repeatedly in the dataset. After under-
sampling, the final training set loses part of the
data which will greatly damage the overall data
distribution. SMOTE [25], an improved method of
over-sampling Artificially synthesized new minor-
ity samples are added to the dataset which
increases the possibility of overlap between classes
and generates some samples that do not provide
additional useful information. C-SMOTE [26],
an over-sampling method based on clustering,
clusters positive and negative classes separately
which cannot only solve the problem of imbal-
ance between classes, but also solve the problem
of imbalance within classes. Re-sampling with eas-
ily misjudged boundary samples found by Support
Vector Data Description (SVDD) [27]. Such as
similar resampling methods [28, 29].

1.6 Summary

Less research currently focuses on concept drift
in fraud detection. For online transaction fraud
detection, there are two main problems: imbal-
ance in the number of categories and concept drift.
Given the essential problems of concept drift, most
of them use ensemble learning methods to solve
them and set targeted processing strategies for
specific data changes. According to the diversity
of the tasks to be solved, a variety of base clas-
sifiers need to be set and the accuracy of local
and overall classification must be ensured at the
same time. The decision-making and maintenance
costs of integrated classifiers are also increasing
when the number of base classifiers continues to
increase. However, the single classifier method
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using replayed data is limited to the type of clas-
sifier and cannot be widely applied to multiple
classifiers and fully retain historical data distri-
bution. For the problem of unbalanced category
distribution, in the context of dynamic unbal-
anced data stream, the distribution of samples is
extremely unstable.

For these problems, this paper proposes an
online transaction fraud detection model based
on cosine similarity to replay data. There are the
following two contribution points:

(1) Keep a single classifier and monitor the
classification performance of the classifier to deter-
mine whether concept drift occurs. Compare the
data distribution of the data block with the
cosine similarity to determine the best replay
data amount. Re-training the model by replay-
ing the data preserves the data distribution of all
concepts.

(2) The clustering over-sampling method is
used to balance the data set and solve the problem
of imbalance within the class so that the clas-
sifier can adapt to the new fraud concept while
alleviating the forgetting of the historical fraud
concepts.

This model is suitable for sudden and recurring
concept drift with good classification performance
and extremely low replay data volume and model
update time.

The rest of this article is as follows. In Sect. 2,
we introduce the data flow classification algorithm
based on cosine similarity to replay data, which
is the core algorithm of this paper in detail. In
Sect. 3, we show the experimental results and com-
parative experimental results of this algorithm.
The conclusion and future work is in Sect. 4.

2 Data Replay based on
Cosine Similarity Algorithm

2.1 Algorithm Description

The characteristics of non-fraud data are stable
over time. Fraud is time-sensitive. Due to fraudu-
lent platforms or fraud gangs, in order to respond
to anti-fraud measures, they constantly change
their methods of committing crimes. As a result,
the classifier cannot identify new fraud features.
It is unable to effectively identify the historical
fraud features after learning the new fraud feature
rules. For the sudden and recurring fraud concept

drift, a data stream classification algorithm based
on cosine similarity replay data is proposed.

Estimating their similarity by calculating the
cosine of the angle between two vectors is applica-
ble to any dimension of vector space. Assume that
A and B are vectors in two n-dimensional spaces,
expressed as (a1, a2, . . . , an),(b1, b2, . . . , bn). Then
the calculation equation of the cosine similarity of
the space vector can be expressed as Equation 1.
Ai and Bi represent the components of A and B.

cosine simliarity = cos < A,B > =

A •B

∥A∥ ∥B∥
=

n
∑

i=1
Ai ×Bi

√

n
∑

i=1

(Ai)
2
×

√

n
∑

i=1

(Bi)
2

(1)

Definition 1 (Data Stream): In the data
stream S, data blocks arrive sequentially. Referred
to as {S1, S2, S3, ..., St}, t is the timestamp. There
are only non-fraud samples and samples of a
fraud concept in Si. Si={d1, d2, ..., dn} where di=
{xi, yi = {0, 1, 2, ...m}}, m is the tag value of var-
ious fraud concepts. Figure 2 describes data block
Si at time i.

Fig. 2 Data block Si at time i

Definition 2 (Sample Pool): Data replay after
detecting concept drift. The sample pool at time
i − 1 is SPi−1. The sample pool at time i is
composed of SPi−1 and a part of fraud concept
samples randomly selected at time i. The sample
pool contains all the fraud concepts that occurred
through sampling until the current moment i. For
example, see Figure 3 and Figure 4 below.

This paper proposes a data stream classifica-
tion algorithm (CSDR) based on cosine similarity
to replay data. The basic idea is to determine
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Fig. 3 The sample pool SPi−1 at time i− 1

Fig. 4 The sample pool SPi after replaying fraud concept
data at time i

whether a concept drift occurs according to the
changes in model performance by processing the
data blocks of the data stream. Part of the data
is retained according to the cosine similarity to
achieve the effect of preserving historical fraud
concepts and new fraud concepts.

Firstly, the first data block enters the sample
pool SP training model. When the data block Si

at time i has a detection index on this model, such
as a sharp drop in accuracy and a rise in false
positive rate, it indicates that there is a new con-
cept of fraud in Si. Then, extract k pieces of fraud
data from Si and replay them into the sample pool
SPi−1. By over-sampling to balance the SPi−1,
K-Means clustering is performed for each of the
positive and negative samples. Find the two clus-
ter centers of the reconstituted sample pool SPi k.
The line connecting the two centers forms a vector
and different k values determine the vector spi k

corresponding to SPi k. K-Means clustering is
performed again with positive and negative sam-
ples after balancing the SPSi composed of the
SPi−1 and Si. Find the vector spsi correspond-
ing to SPSi. Finally, compare the cosine similarity
between vector spsi and all vector spi k. The k

pieces of data corresponding to the largest cosine
similarity are the fraudulent data in Si that needs
to be replayed.

Algorithm 1 Data Replay based on Cosine Sim-
ilarity (CSDR)

Input: S={S1, S2, ..., Si, ..., Sn}, i=1, 2, ..., n -
the data stream
Output: accuracy, model

1: SP = S1

2: datatrain= C-Smote(SP )
3: input datatrain to model1 and calculate the

accuracy1,FPR1

4: for Si ∈ S; i < n; i++ do

5: input Si to modeli−1 to calculate the
accuracy and FPR;

6: if accuracy < accuracyi−1 and FPR >

FPRi then

7: occur concept drift
8: Si sign0 = di {xi, yi = 1}
9: SPi−1 combine with Si as SPSi

10: SPSi ovrsam = C-Smote(SPSi)
11: SPSi ovrsamsign0 = di {xi, yi = 0}
12: SPSi ovrsamsign1 = di {xi, yi = 1}
13: K-Means(SPSi ovrsamsign0,n=1) and

K-Means(SPSi ovrsamsign1, k=1)
14: according to the two cluster centers get

the vector spsi
15: for k to Si sign0.size() do
16: sample k pieces of di from Si sign0

at random
17: SPi−1 combine with k pieces of di

as SPi k

18: SPi ovrsami k = C-Smote(SPi k)
19: SPi k ovrsamsign0 =

di {xi, yi = 0}
20: SPi k ovrsamsign1 =

di {xi, yi = 1}
21: K-Means(SPi k ovrsamsign0,n=1)

and K-Means(SPi k ovrsamsign1, k=1)
22: according to the two cluster centers

get the vector spi k

23: calculate
CS (vector spsi, vector spi k)

24: end for

25: max(CS (vector spsi, vector spi k)
26: SPi= SPi k and datatrain=

C-Smote(SPi)
27: input datatrain to modeli to calculate

the accuracyi,FPRi

28: else if accuracy > accuracyi−1 and
FPR < FPRi then

29: do not occur concept drift
30: end if

31: end for
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When dealing with data blocks with concept
drift, there are three reasons for extracting fraud
concept data from the new block and replaying it
into the sample pool. First, the cluster-based over-
sampling method is used to balance the data set.
If data is extracted from a sample pool contain-
ing multiple fraud concepts, the amount of data
extracted is not enough. A certain fraud concept
will not be extracted or the number of extrac-
tions will be too small that cannot over-sampling.
Secondly, non-fraud data has stable characteris-
tics. This paper focuses on the conceptual drift of
fraud data and the non-fraud data in the initializa-
tion sample pool will not be updated subsequently.
Finally, this method can fully retain the data
distribution of historical fraud concepts.

2.2 Theoretical Analysis

The essence of concept drift is that the data
distribution changes over time. Concept drift is
reflected in the lower performance of new concepts
tested on models trained on historical concepts. If
the new concept updates the model, the histori-
cal concept will be disastrously forgotten. How to
better preserve historical concepts while acquir-
ing new knowledge to cope with recurring concept
drift has become an urgent problem to be solved.

In the context of data stream, data blocks
arrive one by one and then disappear one by one.
Replay the data to keep the new and old data
distribution and jointly train the model after dis-
covering the concept drift. To achieve the effect of
using data to retain all current data distribution.
Cosine similarity measures the angle between two
vectors. The larger the cosine value of the angle,
the more similar. Cosine similarity is used in this
paper. The spatial meaning of the cosine similar-
ity of two data blocks is the degree of change in
the relative position of the vector connecting the
cluster centers of the two data blocks. As shown in
Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. Because the con-
cept of fraud changes over time when the false pos-
itive rate rises and the accuracy rate decreases. It
indicates that the concept of fraud has drifted and
non-fraud data has stable characteristics. Then
replay the new fraud concept data and compare
the similarity between vectorspi k

and vectorspsi
by replaying the data continuously. Keep the data
distribution of the new fraud concept and the old
fraud concept as much as possible. As shown in

Figure 8, cos < vectorspsi , vectorspi 2
> is less

than cos < vectorspsi , vectorspi 5
>.

Fig. 5 vectorspsi

Fig. 6 vectorspi 2

Fig. 7 vectorspi 5
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 cos < vectorspsi , vectorspi 2
> less than cos <

vectorspsi , vectorspi 5
>

3 Experiments and Analyses

3.1 Experimental Dataset

The experimental data comes from the B2C credit
card network transaction data of a domestic com-
mercial bank. The data set has been desensi-
tized. The dataset used for the experiment is
the data from November 1st to November 10th,
2016, with a total of 217013 items and the ratio
of positive and negative samples is about 113:1.
Each raw transaction data has 62-dimensional fea-
tures. From the perspective of data integrity and
the importance of behavioral characteristics, per-
form routine operations on data including data
preprocessing and feature selection. Select 10-
dimensional features such as transaction amount
and verification method as the input features of
the model. Due to the confidentiality of the data,
this paper does not mention all the data dimen-
sions involved. Each transaction data corresponds
to a sign value. Among the fraud sign features,
fraud types are subdivided, such as telecom fraud,
Trojan horse virus, phishing website, and so on. In
order to accurately simulate the concept of data
stream, the daily transaction data is used as a data
block for batch processing and the occurrence of
data that is random and limited to a type of fraud.
The classifier used in this paper is Multilayer Per-
ceptron. The input node of the classifier has 10
nodes which has the same dimensions as the input
data.

3.2 Experimental Analyses

3.2.1 CSDR Algorithm Evaluation

Due to the serious imbalance of the data set, all
data must be over-sampled before being passed

into the model. In this experiment, the basic idea
of clustering over-sampling method is used to
generate new fraud concept data.

Randomly generate data blocks S1 and S2 each
containing a fraud concept. Firstly, S1 trains the
classifier to obtainmodel1 and tests S2. After that,
if model2 is obtained after S2 is updated and tests
S1. The data block Sunite which is a combina-
tion of S11 and S2. The modelunite obtained by
training the classifier in the Sunite. The accuracy
of each model which tests different datasets are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1 The accuracy of each model tests different
datasets

S1 S2

model1 95.89% 62.07%

model2 88.57% 94.91%

modelunite 90.46% 91.49%

The test result of data block S2 on model1
showed that the accuracy rate dropped from
95.89% to 62.07% and the false positive rate was
70.37%. Concept drift occurs and the old classi-
fier cannot adapt to the new fraud concept. The
accuracy of data block S1 on model2 is 88.57%
and the false positive rate was 18.95%. After the
model is updated by the data block S2, the his-
torical fraud concept contained in the data block
S1 is forgetting.

According to the sharp drop in accuracy rate
and the sharp rise in false positive rate, the current
model has not adapted to the data distribution
in the new data block. The fraud concept data
of S2 needs to be replayed. On the basis of the
idea of determining the amount of replayed data in
CSDR algorithm, the sample pool SP and Sunite

are formed by replaying the fraud concept data
in S2 to S1 to compare the cosine similarity so
as to preserve the current data distribution as
much as possible. Test the accuracy of Sunite to
get the relationship between cosine similarity and
accuracy. As shown in Figure 9. When the cosine
similarity reaches the highest 93.85%, the amount
of replayed data is 16 at this time and the cor-
responding accuracy rate is also the highest at
91.13%.
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Fig. 9 Accuracy and cosine similarity after replaying data

By comparing the similarity of replayed data,
determine the best replayed data volume and
apply CSDR algorithm to the experimental data
set. The simulated data stream is processed in
batches and only one fraud concept is randomly
generated in each data block. The classification
result is shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 10 Accuracy of fraud detection in credit card trans-
action data stream

As the picture shows. Except for the first
data block, all subsequent data blocks need to be
tested on the classifier at the previous moment.
The accuracy and false positive rate are used to
determine whether concept drift occurs. At time
i, the accuracy of Si on modeli−1 drops sharply.
Then extract fraud concept data one by one from
the new block Si and the old sample pool SPi−1

to form a new sample pool SPik . Compare the
cosine similarity of vector spi k and vector spsi
and determine the best replay data amount with
the highest similarity then in combination with
SPi−1 to retrain the classifier. Use this classifier
to test all the datasets that appear up to time i

and detect the degree of learning of all the data
distributions currently appearing. While ensuring
that the model can learn new fraud concepts, it
also eases the forgetting of old fraud concepts.

3.2.2 Comparative Experiment

Although traditional support vector machines do
not directly support incremental learning. It is
very suitable for incremental learning because of
its construction process and characteristics. A
support vector machine forms the final classi-
fier. The support vector set (SV set) can repre-
sent the distribution characteristics of the entire
dataset. The division of the SV set is equiv-
alent to the division of the entire dataset. In
general, the SV set only accounts for a small
proportion of the entire training sample set, so
the basic idea of the incremental support vector
machine algorithm (I-SVM) is to use the SV set
to replace the entire training set for incremen-
tal learning. Data not in the SV set is discarded.
The Incremental Support Vector Machine based
Dynamic Multi-Objective Evolutionary optimiza-
tion Algorithm(ISVM-DMOEA) [30] incremen-
tally trains SVM classifiers online to generate
high-quality representative data reuse past expe-
rience to improve search accuracy and effectively
use computing resources.

Compare CSDR algorithm with ISVM-
DMOEA, the same batch of fraud concept
sequences, testing all historical concept data. The
accuracy results are shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11 Accuracy comparison between CSDR and ISVM-
DMOEA

It can be clearly seen from the above figure
that the accuracy of CSDR algorithm for a 10 days
data block is higher than that of ISVM-DMOEA
for 9 days which is a relatively high value. More-
over, the accuracy of ISVM-DMOEA fluctuates
more sharply than CSDR algorithm. The average
accuracy rates of CSDR algorithm and ISVM-
DMOEA are 83.6% and 70.4% respectively. It
shows that CSDR algorithm is more adaptable
to new fraud concepts than ISVM-DMOEA and
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can better retain historical fraud concepts and
alleviate forgetting.

If it is found that the new data block has no
concept drift according to the accuracy rate and
false positive rate, CSDR algorithm and ISVM-
DMOEA do not need to replay the data and
train the model again. However, since the ISVM-
DMOEA updates the model after replaying the
data, the accuracy of all the data distributions
that have appeared is still at a relatively low value.
The new data block is tested on the old model
and it is not easy to find the concept drift. The
comparison results of the amount of replayed data
and the time-consuming model update in the two
algorithms are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Fig. 12 The number of replaying data comparison
between CSDR and ISVM-DMOEA

Due to the serious imbalance between the
amount of fraudulent data and the amount of non-
fraudulent data in the entire data stream, there is
very little fraud concept data in each data block.
The fraud concept data extracted by CSDR algo-
rithm from the new block is not only limited but
also very few. In the experiment of this article,
when the concept drift is detected, the amount
of data replayed by CSDR algorithm is 61 at
most and 6 at least. The ISVM-DMOEA must
be clustered and over-sampling to find a reliable
set of support vectors. Therefore, the amount of
replayed data is very large, about 10741 on aver-
age, and nearly 7000 at least. In this experiment,
the CSDR algorithm replayed a total of 234 items,
and the ISVM-DMOEA replayed a total of 96673
items. In terms of accuracy, even if the amount of
data replayed by ISVM-DMOEA is much larger
than CSDR algorithm, the accuracy is still not as
good as CSDR algorithm.

Fig. 13 The model update time comparison between
CSDR and ISVM-DMOEA

The model update time of the CSDR algorithm
includes the time to compare the cosine similarity
by replaying data. From the time-consuming situ-
ation of the model update, the replay data volume
of the ISVM-DMOEA is much larger than CSDR
algorithm. So the inevitable update time will be
longer. In this experiment, the total model update
time of the CSDR algorithm is 225.7 seconds and
ISVM-DMOEA is 357.8 seconds.

To sum up the above three points: the accu-
racy rate, the amount of replay data and the
model update time. The CSDR algorithm has bet-
ter performance than ISVM-DMOEA. It is shown
in Table 2.

Table 2 The results of comparative experiments

CSDR ISVM-DMOEA

Accuracy 83.6% 70.4%

The number of replaying data 234 96673

Time 225.7s 357.8s

4 Conclusions and Future
Work

The concept of online transaction fraud features
drifts over time. After learning the old model of
fraud concept features, it is unable to adapt to
the emergent new fraud concept, which is reflected
in the decline in the accuracy and the increase
in the false positive rate of the model. If the
model adapts to the current new concept of fraud,
it forgets the characteristics of the old concept
of fraud. When the old fraud came again, the
model could not give feedback in time. Aiming at
the above-mentioned sudden change and recurring
concept drift, a data stream classification algo-
rithm (CSDR) based on cosine similarity replaying
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data is proposed, and whether the model perfor-
mance is degraded is used to determine whether
concept drift occurs. Use the sample pool to save
history and new fraud concepts. Replay the fraud
data in the new block to the sample pool when
fraud concept drift occurs. The clustering over-
sampling method is used to balance the data
set and solve the problem of imbalance within
the class. Then cluster the positive and negative
samples in the sample pool to form a vector. Sim-
ilarly, the data of the sample pool and the new
block are combined to form a vector. Compare the
cosine similarity of the two vectors to determine
the corresponding replay volume when the cosine
similarity is the highest. It shows that the data
distribution of the sample pool is most similar
to the data distribution of the combined data at
this time. CSDR algorithm proposed in this paper
can deal with sudden changes and recurring con-
cept drift. Compared with ISVM-DMOEA, CSDR
algorithm has higher accuracy, less replay data
volume and model update time.

In the future, because the data stream stip-
ulates that it is a sequence which is read once
in a certain order. Over time, the data distribu-
tion in the sample pool gradually diverges from
the overall data distribution. Cause the memory
of historical concepts to regress. So planning how
to update the sample pool and identifying types
of recurring concepts are still worth studying.
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